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Says coaching no longer has

Students describe
experiences with
disciplinary board
By EMC MIDDLEBROOK
gUH Writer
"An infinitesimal amount of students
are Involved In disciplinary matters,"
according to Dr. Thomas Myers, vicepresident (or Student Affair*. "Only .012
per cent of the student population is involved in violation* of a serious nature."
All students are governed by the
general regulation* concerning student
behavior in the University Handbook far
Students,
The handbook state* a list of offense*
and the students relationship to the
University, as well as the structure of
committees and agencies that hear
disciplinary cases.
Minor infraction*, usually Involving
housing violation*, are heard by the
judicial board of the individual residence
hall.
The Judicial board u composed of five
students elected by the resident* of the
dormitory.
The resident director of each hall is

pleasure, professional fulfillment

Mulcahy resigns
By MARLA RIDENOUR
Sport* Editor
In his third season, head basketball
coach Bob Mulcahy submitted his
resignation Monday, effective at the end
of the season. Mulcahy is the second
OVC coach to give up his post in the past
two weeks, following Leroy Fisher,
basketball coach at East Tennessee.

the only person allowed to bring a case to
the judicial board," said Dr. James
Allen, dean of men. "If the Judicial board
finds the student guilty, it may recommend sanctions to be placed on the
student by the Dean of Men or Dean of
Women after ratification by the VicePresideni for Student Affairs."
"Minor violations may be handled
without any hearings," according to
Allen. "The student may plead guilty to
the accused infraction and agree to
sanctions with the resident director or
Dean of Men or Women.
After
ratification, the sanctions are imposed on
the student."
Appeals of Judicial board decisions are
heard by the Student Affairs Committee.
Recommendations of the judicial board
are limited to letters of reprimand and
social probation.
Violations of a serious nature are sent
to the disciplinary board. This board
deals with sanctions of undated
(See STUDENTS, page sill

The coach cited his reason as entirely a
personal decision to leave coaching. "I
find coaching no longer has the pleasure
and professional fulfillment it once had,"
he said in his letter to President Robert
R. Martin. "I do not intend to coach
again, but will fulfill my duties for the
remainder of this year to the best of my
abilities."
•1 have the strongest feelings of loyalty
to this University," Mulcahy said. "No
one could be supported more than I have
been. There ha* never been an ounce of
pressure by anyone in the administration
on me or the basketball program. I know
of nowhereelsswhere else in tho country
with less emphasis on winning at any
expense."

Regent selection procedure

"1 was very shocked," said Athletic
Director Donald Combs. "He had not
been intimated to me that he was considering this. He will be difficult to
replace."

■i

gets pros, cons at hearing
By JACKIE BUXTON
New*- Man.ging Editor
A Faculty Senate committee held an
open hearing Monday to present an
examination of the faculty regent
•election procedure.
In May, 1(74, the Committee on
Election* was directed to check the effectiveness of the present system by
comparing it to other "sister institutions" snd by checking into the
constitutional regulations of the .election
process.
Currently, the system tnvottes
providing a list of names of etrgible
faculty members, giving the compiled
ballot to all eligible voters, and from the
calculated votes, place a list of four
persons receiving the highest number of
nominations on a separate ballot. These
four persons are later voted on by eligible
faculty members.

Problems arise, as several members
stated, when some qualified faculty
member wants to run for regent but "has
no way of letting his wants known."
"Ifs too prestigious a position to vote
in someone who doesn't really want it,"
one faculty member slated Dr. Jane
Gurganui, associate professor of
political science, suggested providing a
forum for those members who would like
to say something.
To be eligible to serve as the faculty
member of the Board of Regents, the
person must hold the rank of assistant
professor or higher, shall be a teaching
or research member of the faculty, and
may hold no official administrative title
other than that of Departmental
Chairman.
To vote, a faculty member must hold
the rank of assistant professor or higher,
(See REGENT, page tea)

periscope
The women's basketball
team defeated the University of
Louisville 97-60 and the
Universlty of Kentucky 70-J4 to
win the first animal Louisville
Classic last weekend. Susan
Becker has the story on page
ei hl
«
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Students
here
watch
television less than the national
average, according to a survey
conducted by students of Dr.
Carol Polsgrove in the communlcations department. See
the story on page five.
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Bob Mulcahy submitted his resignation Monday, effective at the end of
the basketball season.

President
Martin
announced
Mulcahy's decision shortly after
receiving the coach's letter of
resignation. "There is no finer, more

personable young man anywhere than
Bob Mulcahy," Martin said.
"He is a line influence on the young
men he coaches and he has worked
diligently to advance the basket hall
program at the University," Martin said.
"I think his is a young team that will be
heard from in the next two seasons in the
Ohio Valley Conference."
Combs will head a committee to select
Mulcahy's successor. He had already
received phone calls Tuesday from interested parties.
•We will receive applications until
about March 8," Combs said. "After
reviewing them, we hope to hire someone
by April 1, to allow them time to recruit."
"It is disheartening to lose him,"
Combs said. "I don't believe It was
anything anyone has done, it Just happened. We are still on the verge of turning thesea»on around." (Since the OVC
Tournament has been revamped to Include all eight teams, nothing will be
decided until early March as to the NCAA
representative.)
"It is the normal progression of
athletics that every year will not be a
winning one," Combs continued. "And it
Is typical of fans to criticize when a team
is losing. Even national coaching figures
like Woody Hayes receive such abuse."
"There is more to life than winning or
losing a basketball game," Combs said.
"I hope he will rind something he will be
<8ee MULCAHY. page ten)

Attorney General Stephens:
9

'Consumer protection not a fad
By WAYNE BOBLITT
Organisations Reporter
Kentucky Attorney General Robert F.
Stephens was on campus last Thursday
night and spoke to a crowd about consumer affairs in the state.
Stephens said the attorney general
position made him Kentucky's chief
consumer advocate and the chief attorney of the state. He has been in oilier
since Jan. 5.
"Consumer protection is not a fad," he
said as be began his talk. "It is for the
people. One becomes a consumer with
the first candy bar he buys. Too long,
consumers didn't have enough protection I challenge anyone who says it is
Just a fad."
Comparing strict consumer protection
acts from as far back as the third century
A.D. to today's consumer climate,
Stephens said mass production, Madison
Avenue selling tactics, better communication (television, radio), and a
growing variety of marketable items

made strict laws even more of a
necessity now.
"1 personally feel consumer protection
is needed and overneeded in our country," he commented.
He named several national government agencies and laws enacted to
protect consumers, such as the 1962
Consumer Bill of Rights. He said Kentucky had come along way when the
Consumer Protection Act became law in
June, 1972.
The intent of the Kentucky Act is to
protect public interest and the well-being
of both the consumer public and the
ethical sellers of goods and services, he
said. Consumerism is not anti-business,
but anti-fraudulent business, he added.
In stating that criminal laws were
made to stop con-men and ripoff artists
primarily and not to interfere with honest
businessmen, he said his firm belief was
that "99 per cent" of business people
were honest but could make mistakes.
Stephens said the stale's consumer

protection division does five things.
First, it reviews oral and-or written
complaints about consumer affairs and
refers them to other government officials
for consideration.
Besides written complaints, the
division's toll-free hot-line telephone
service records five or six consumer
complaints a night.
Second, the division reviews any
complaint where criminal fraud is involved. Third, it appears before the
public service commission in ratemaking and in other areas where the
public has interest.
A fourth concern is to promote consumer education. Pertaining to this,
Stephens mentioned that sometime this
spring, Murray State University is
having an on-campus consumer
education symposium that is open to
townspeople as well as students. He said
this is the first such symposium he knows
of in Kentucky.
He added that the city of Ashland is

doing a similar project in March.
The fifth thing the Consumer
ProtectionDivuionconcern* itself with Is
a Consumer Advisory Council appointed
by the governor.
A non-paying job, the council's 16
members consider consumer legislation
and listen to public hearings on consumer
problems, then may recommend to the
attorney general and the governor bills
for the Kentucky Congress to consider.
Stephens said that fifteen consumeroriented bills have been submitted to
Gov. Julian Carroll thus far this year,
and four more are pending submission.
Once a person has sent in a complaint
about fraudulence, the division writes
letters to the company, business, or individual in question. If no reply is
received from the person!*) written, the
division sends investigators (of which
only two are available for Kentucky's 110
(See ATTORNEY, page six)

Various students should take advantage of
Credit for Personal Exemptions, Earned Income Credit

Major changes this year come with Federal Tax Reform Act
By WILMA REED
Feature Editor
Do you know if you need to file an income tax
return?
Do you know that it is possible to get a refund
this year of more than you paid in?
Do you know thai your tax liability can be
reduced according to the number of dependents
you have for the first time on 197$ returns?
Do you need help In preparing your returns?

will receive funds based on a population ligure
of students and local residents.

Cessaslaferasatiea

This year some new items have been added
to the Federal income tax return forms.
Sections A through C of the forms are.for
Census Bureau information
The Census
Bureau instructs students to fill these sections
out according to their campus address. Smith

Income Credit (EIC) This has been called the
first step toward a negative income tax, said
Smith "It is-the only credit that can reduce the

il iKoae Tax

If you are wondering whether or not you need
to file an income tax return, there are certain
tests to apply to your situation.
"Normally, you file if you have had any income tax withheld so you can get a refund."
said Claude K. Smith, accounting department
chairman.

tax liability below zero." he said.
To qualify for the Earned Income Credit, a
person mint have made less that $9000. have at
least one dependent (other than himself), and
maintain a household

You must also file a return If you have been
self-employed or have any dependent*, added
Smith.
You must also file a return if you have been
self-employed or have any dependent*, added
Smith
A person does not need to file a return if he
has made Mas than (1(00 plus (750 for each
dependent and has had no income taxes
withheld, said Smith.
Single students that work and know that they
are not going to make $2350.1II6O0 plus $750 for
having one dependent) may file a Form W4E
with their employer so that taxes will not be
withheld. This does not apply to Social Security

New Earned locome Credit

P..
"Another new part of (he form is the Earned

said.

In other words, the county would be listed as
Madison and the student should check the box
for living inside city limits.
Paul Walker, assistant Richmond city
manager, explained why this Information is
important.'' "Revenue sharing funds are
allocated on the basis of this census in
formauon. said Walker. Theriore, Richmond

A person may qualify for this credit (as long
as he meets the above requirements) even
though no income taxes have been paid in
(withheld).
The maximum that will be refunded is 10 per
cent of income on $4000 or $40O • Income above
$4000 can receive the additional refund on a
decreasing level from (4000 at $4000
M an income level of ($000 the additional
refund would equal zero, explained Smith.
Examples of how the EIC works may help to
explain this new type of refund.
Person A made $3*00 last year He Is

'1
mmammmm

married and has one child. He also maintains a
household. Person A would prepae hia Federal
income as usual.
Then to take advantage of the Earned Income Credit, he should compute 10 per cent of
$3500 or $350 and add it on line l(d.
His refund would be increased by $350.
On the other hand, suppose Person B made
$6000 last year. He is also married, has a child,
and maintains a household. Person B would
also compute his tax return as usual.
Then by taking 10 per cent of $6000 and
subtracting the percentage that is given in the
instructions of tax return booklets. Person B
would add $200 to the amount of his refund.
Smith said this is so new that not many
people are taking advantage of it.
$M per Dependent
Something else that has been added this year
is the additional $30 per dependent credit that
can reduce the Ux liability to lero, but not
below, said Smith. It applies to all income
levels.
For instance. Person C computes his income
and finds that according to the charts provided
in his booklet he should owe $160 to the
government.
Person C has three dependents other than
himself. Person C would multiply four times
(30 and subtract it from (160 Person C would
then owe the government only (40.
But Person C's employer held out $300 from
his paychecks during 1975. Person C would get
a refund of $200 minus the (40 he owe* or $160

L

Dependent* A TulUea
Parent* may sometimes wonder if they can
claim a working student as a dependent. Smith
said as long as the parent provides more than
half of the support of the student, parents may
claim the student as a dependent for income
tax purposes.
Smith said another often asked question at
income tax time is whether or not educational
expenses such as tuition can be deducted as an
expense.
"Educational expenses are generally not
deductible unless you've met the minimum
requirements for your vocation," he said.
In other words, unless your employer
requires you to take classes or unless the
classes improve you in your vocation, you can
not deduct them, added Smith.
Need Help?
If you need help in filling out your income tax
returns, the Accounting Club will do state and
Federal short forms for a (4 fee.
For students the service is offered on Wednesday nights from 6:00-6:30 In Combs 307.
For low income Richmond residents, Accounting Club members are at the Telford
Community Center from 6:00-6:30 on Thursday
nights and from 9:00-12:00 noon on Saturdays.
The IRS will also prepare tax returns and
answer questions The nearest office Is in
Lexington.
Income tax return forms may be picked up at
the Post Office and at most bank*. The county
clerk's office has the state return forms. Smith
said the accounting department ha* forma on
order which should arrive soon.

i

The fear of the 'ladies in pink'

ERA: Freedom and responsibility
have undoubtedly said, at one
time or another, I'm all for
equal pay for equal work."
Granted, the ERA involves more
than that; it provides even
greater freedom and equality for
everyone, not just women.
What seems to have frightened
the ladies" is the responsibility
which is inherent in such a widesweeping constitutional
alteration as the ERA. And that
responsbility goes beyond
baking loaves of bread to bestow
upon smiling legislators.
The initial rumblings of fear
included cries of sexually integrated rest rooms.
That

The ladies in pink" who
swarmed over the Capitol in
Frankfort' last week found their
efforts rewarded with the House
committee's vote in favor of
rescinding the Equal Rights
Amendment (ERA).
The
ladies"
included
everyone from junior high girls
to grandmothers (and a few
grandfathers), all wearing little
red stop-sign buttons. A few of
the more articulate ones
testified at the ERA hearings,
stating their reasons for being
against the measure.
A majority of the ladies"

argument was so ridiculous that
nearly everyone has dropped it
now. But bigger and better
arguments have replaced it and
the fear increases.
Under the ERA, the question
of women serving in the armed
forces is a fuzzy one. Should the
draft be reinstated, should the
country become involved in yet
another war, there is a
possibility that women would be
called into service just like the
men. That idea is repugnant to
many.
Indeed, the idea of war is
repugnant to almost everyone,
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except perhaps those who reap
materialistic profits from the
situation. It has been our brave
young men" marching off alone
for too many years. Our brave
young women should be willing
to contribute if needed. Equality
cannot be qualified.
Another fear is homosexual
freedom, and especially,
homosexual marriages. As the
Courier Journal stated recently,
Since the concept of marriage,
legally as well as socially, has
always involved a partnership
between two people of different
sexes, there is no reason why
ERA should force any change.
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editorials

Carroll as governor has a list of
progressive measures to his credit
In the usual operation of
elections, one hears exalted
campaign promises and then
experiences disappointment
when watching the person
perform in of flee. For some
mystical reason, campaigners
almost always look and sound
better than do elected officials.
Fortunately for the Commonwealth, the virtual opposite
has been true in the case of Gov.
Julian Carroll.
Carroll was not the 'great
campaigner of the century."

His bid for the Governor's seat
was not messy in the true sense,
but it occasionally had overtones of bad taste.
Since his inauguration in
January, however, Carroll has
initiated
programs
and
proposals which, for the most
part, serve to benefit the
citizens of the state.
His budget included a $3
million cut for the University, a
move which aroused some local
displeasure. However, the same
budget also included a pay raise

of $2,000 for public school
teachers during the next two
years which puts the state
within close range of the pay
scales of other Southern states.
Perhaps now the Commonwealth can begin the uphill
climb from its 48th educational
ranking in the country.
Carroll signed his bail bonding
measure into law this week,
bringing further relief to those
involved in arrest and legal
proceedings.
His Consumer Protection
Package, with provisions for

The passage of a constitutional
amendment does have an impact, but it does not reach into
the roots of a society's moral
background and demand
automatic capitulation.

The ERA may make it easier
for men to obtain custody for
their children after divorce
proceedings. No canon has been
written stating that women
always make the better parents.

Family support, child custody,
abortion laws—all of these and
more have been cited at one time
as arguments against the ERA.
The measure will not force the
woman out of the house and into
the labor force, as some tend to
believe. Such decisions, fortunately, cannot be imposed
upon households by an outside
force, yet.

The ERA will not do a lot of
things its opponents fear, such as
prevent laws on abortion
regulation. What it will do is
help those women, and men, who
find themselves in sex bias cases
by adding speed to the
proceedings. The one-case-at-atime struggle through legal
channels must become a thing of
the past.

Center board credits
Dick Gregory's appearance on
campus last week highlighted
what has been a good year for
University Center Board
presentations. The Center
Board, with its student, faculty
and administrator members,
has managed to improve the
quality and variety of em
/ tertainers appearing here.
Concerts, always a weak area
because of the high cost of some
leading performers, have been
better than in previous years.

The acoustics in Alumni
Coliseum haven't changed at all,
but the fact that they are bad
shouldn't be a reflection on the
entertainer or the Center Board.
For potentially good concerts
to be produced as such, a strong
lobby for renovation of the
coliseum should be launched.
Such a change would not involve
major reconstruction, but it
would cost money - a fact which
will probably lead to its eventual
nonrealization.

dealing with lemon" cars and
mobile homes sounds extremely
progressive for this state. It
appears to be another good
move on Carroll's part for those
who elected him.
Carroll has also been heard
advocating tuition increases for
state universities. Such might
help the University of Louisville
in the long run, but the word is
not welcome here.
For the most part, Carroll has
been a good governor. At least
he has been active and assertive.

George Wallace

Back in the presidential race again
Saying that this will be his last
campaign, (unless, of course, he
wins) George Wallace is once
again embroiled in the race for
the Presidency. This is his
fourth try since 1964 and this
time, he has ruled out a third
party candidacy.
He is more moderate now and
is trying to revamp his image,
especially in the area of his
racist
tendencies.
Segregation now, segregation
forever" was his campaign cry
in the gubernatorial race in
Alabama 14 years ago. The
reversal he now seems to have
undergone is almost too much

for the imagination to handle.
His attacks are now being
leveled at the bureaucracy, a
popular trend this year. Wallace
even attempts to explain away
his former racist attitudes by
saying they were all simply an
indirect assault on that
bureaucracy. Indirect, indeed.
Like several other presidential
contenders, he has not been in
Washington, rather he has been
a governor. But his record on
the state level is lacking in accomplishments and cannot
match those of such men as
Jimmy Carter and Ronald
Reagan.

Changes have been made in
Alabama; the legislative voting
districts and property-tax
assessments have been revised
as have the state's prisons and
mental hospitals. But these
changes have not resulted from
Wallace directives. Rather, they
came from action on the part of
U.S. District Judge Frank
Johnson, and have not been
greeted warmly by Wallace.
Paralyzed from the waist
down as a result of the 1972
shooting, Wallace's health will
undoubtedly be a factor. It has
already indirectly prompted the

opening of medical records of
most of the candidates.
His organization is good much better than in previous
campaigns - and his fund raising
efforts have been fairly successful.
He has also been
frighteningly strong in the polls.
Fortunately, he remains
disliked by many Democrats enough, it is hoped, to keep him
off the ballot in November.
Wallace will undoubtedly have
significant weight to throw
around at the convention. Let's
just hope that weight doesn't get
off the convention floor.

editor's mailbag
No laughing
matter

had applied to because ol his record.
All of them were hurt and I hope they
will be able to live this down and go on
with their plans and not feel totally
defeated. If this was funny enough to
laugh about. I'd like to see what makes
that man feel compassion.

To the Editor:
Three students recently got caught
violating Eastern i rule about having
members of the opposite sex in a dorm.
None had violated any rule* previously
and all were attending classes regularly.
They prepared their case* and went
before the Board who pronounced them
guilty and suspended them for •
semester After hearing the verdict, ail
three lowered their beads and the girls
i to cry.
One of the Board members obviously
round this very funny and started
laughing I'd hie to know why it is so
funny to be treated as s "criminal' and
stigmatised for a semester. I don't think
those students fed it is funny to have to
hurt their parents
They wore all on some form of finan
ciaiaid. Tkss will be revoked They only
M par cent refund from the
I and one of the students will not be
able to attend a small, private college be

Kathryn Cady
Box 471 Rte. 4
Ky

Being 'grossly
misled'
To the Editor

It had been my intention to keep clear
of the crumbling student government at
Eastern following my leaving of office in
December. But it has become obvious
that someone must protect the students
from being grossly misled.
First, is with the letter sent out by
President Murphy that tells the students

what has been done by the Student
Association One should first know that
only half of those claims even exist, the
other half are good ideas that have never
once been considered.
The students
should also know thai all but one of the
accomplishments President Murphy
takes credit for were done last year or by
those now-gone 'losers spoken of in his
newsletter. The Outstanding Teaching
Award is the result of s University
Committee on which I served; Mr.
Murphy did not know of this idea until it
was already planned out end set into
motion.
The Teacher Evaluation is
thanks to the efforts of 1974-75 vicepresident Karen Lane and Jerry Frew,
yet I see no word ol credit lor their work
last year. The ability to defend students
before the Disciplinary Board is due to
former president Gary Gray's success
last year; the Legal Aide Committee has
been tied up by President Murphy.
which, if existing, would'permit even
more defense for these troubled students
The Know Your Righis pamphlet was
the work of Buck Yerian. who aided vice
president Bakos in the formulation of this
needed program. If one looks closely,
President Murphy has done little. If
nothing. There has been one project
though, and with Mike Duggins.
President Murphy has almost led studei,.

Yesterday she held
a door for me!

The Eastern Progress
Member of Associated Collegiate Press Association, Columbia Scholastic Press
Association, National Newspaper Service and Kentucky Interrollegiate Press
Association.

government to its doom; this is the
membership of EKU in S.G.A.K. (the
Student Government Association of
Kentucky).
This is the second area where students
must be made aware. If Eastern joins
this organization we will be stuck in
battle that we cannot bops to win. The
supporters of SGAK claim that EKU will
be helped, I cannot see bow. As it exists
now the organization lacks strong ties
between its members; Morehead even
withdrew from consideration of the plan.
When, and if, it does exist, SGAK will
prove little more than s debate-party
club, as KSA, its predecessor, was. The
wants at Union College are totally different from those at U.K., Louisville, and
Eastern; the result will be a continual
confrontation that will only widen the
gaps between institutions, not close
them. There are too many questions yet
unanswered
The students should not be misled, as
this is a major reason for their growing
apathy toward student government
I
believe Student Government should shoot
straight from the hip, and not increase
the credibility gap it has created.
Michael E. Green
Apt. 753
Brockton
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'Black Snow9 highlights jazz show
^T

By NORMAN UHL
Staff Writer

Hard driving jazz pianist, Roy
Meriwether, and his trio appeared in concert here last
Thursday night to a small but
very appreciative crowd, in
Hiram Brock Auditorium. The
first set consisted of both
popular songs and original
compositions by Meriwether.
The trio showed both versatility
and talent with jazz renditions of
such songs as Barry White's,
Never, Never Gonna Give You
Up."
The second set was entirely
composed of a new suite,
composed by Meriwether, entitled Black Snow.
Snow is
a 21-piece composition which
was commissioned by the
National Endowment for the
Arts and has the endorsement of
the Ohio Bicentennial Advisory
The Eastern Progress

Pnofo by BKfc Y«*

Roy Meriwether exhibits his powerful skill as a
jazz pianist. Meriwether and his trio captivated
an audience here last Tuesday night. The

concert was a presentation of the University
Centerboard.

-the arts-

David Bowie's new release

'Station to Station' comes in loud and clear
By CONNIE PARRISH
Arts Editor
Ziggy Stardust is dead.
David Bowie's glitter boy
image of the early seventies has
decreased in sparkles since the
release of the album Young
Americans last summer. And,
peeling through the layers of
glittery gimmicks, there lies a
very real and very talented
David Bowie.
It is impossible to compare
Bowie's latest release. Station to
Station, with his previous
albums. It lacks the bizarre
effects of his early works that
boosted him to fame. For the
most part. Station to Station does
not contain the disco rhythm that

ft

dominates Young American*. In
its own right. Station to Station is
uniquely a first-class album
serving two main purposes: it is
a celebration of the demise of
Ziggy Stardust and a presentation of a new and improved
David Bowie.
Besides featuring Bowie on
some of the most outstanding
vocals he has ever recorded.
Station to Station contains the
exceptional musical skills of
Carlos Alomar and Earl Slick on
guitar.
Combined with the
talents of George Murphy on
bass, they create some one of the
most intricate sounds in contemporary rock music.
Golden Years" is the album's

only song that has received any
notable air play. In addition to
Stay," Golden Years" is the
only disco rhythm cut on the LP.
Bowie croons almost hauntingly
in Golden Years:"
Look at me—
Did you say that life la taking
you. nowhere?
Run from the shadows of these
golden years.
Without the exceptional lyrics
of Golden Years" and the jazzy
instrumentals on Stay," the
two cuts would attain no goal
besides providing a good, steady
disco beat.
Bowie reveals a mellow side
rarely seen in prior releases in
the songs Word on a Wing" and

X

For this week...

Art
Permanent Pigments, a
division of Binney S Smith Inc.,
will present a lecture entitled "A
Sense of Color: Modular Color."
Mary Jane Root will deal with
the theory and application of
coordinated color in the lecture.
She will concentrate on color in
oils and acrylic polymer paints.
The lecture will be February 17
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Ferrell
Room, Combs Building.
Paintings by Bardstown artist
Jim Cantrell are on display in
the office gallery of Berea's
Kentucky Guild of Artists and
Craftsmen.
The show of
watercolor and oil works will
extend through February 20.

Music
Senior Joy Medford will
present her Bachelor of Music
recital tonight at 8:30 in Gifford
Theatre.

The University Choral concert, featuring various choral
groups, is slated for February 25
in Brock Auditorium. Dr. David
Wehr will be conducting.

.

.■...

.'...

Monday evening, Larry Smith
will once again feature music of
black artists on Soul Spotlight at
10.

The Rio Grande, one of the
longest, most scenic, and controversial rivers in the United
States, will be the subject of the
Audubon Wildlife film next
Thursday evening, in Brock at
7:30.
Tickets are fifty cents and can
be purchased now from Dr. Pete
Thompson of the biology
department, or at the door.

On Sisters, February 17 at 8
p.m. Janet Kenney will discuss
the Affirmative Action program
with Dr. Becky Broaddus. Then
at 10 on Standing Room Only,
Randy White features music of
live concerts in the rock and pop
world. Tonight's artist is Neil
Diamond.

Radio

Wax Museum with host Tom
Fisher will survey the music of
Bette Midler at 10:30 Tuesday
night.

This Sunday evening on The
Arts Out There at 8 Igor
Youskevich will be discussing
Ballet and the Dancer as Artist." Following at 8:30, host Dr.

4^sSBi4<

Every weeknight at 11:00
Metamustk gets into recent
progressive rock not usually
heard in central Kentucky.

|S ALE IN PROGRESS
Save from

40% to 80%
On High Quality

Namo Brands

■|.4t

REGULAR BOX DINNER

• ZS.l f.-"V

111 9 ALL DAY

ftntttfku fried 0kidtni
Eastern By-Pass

Dial 623-6000

WOMEN'S

MEN'S

*MfMrs
*BMS
*N*uraMz«r

AROMM

*DMt«r
*Pedw.n

♦ Life Stride
• Dexter

maiaams
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
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The magnitude of Black Snow
as heard here Thursday night, in
its instrumental form, makes
one wonder how much more
spectacular it could be when the
vocal and dance version are

Wild is the Wind." The two cuts
are as monotonous in content as
they are the titles. However,
between the two love songs of
sorts, we hear some of Bowie's
finest vocals. Bowie sings in
Word on a Wing:"
..In a state of grand illusion
You walked into my life out of
my dreams.
Sweet angel, come once again
for me
To shape the scheme of things.
Station to Station" cannot be
classified as Bowie at his best;
nor can it be categorized as his
worst. It is Bowie, as powerful
as ever, in a different realm of
music.
Ziggy Stardust is dead.
Long live David Bowie!

added. It at least tempts this
reporter, for one, to make a trip
to Dayton in April to find out.
According to Meriwether there
are plans in the works for him to
come back and perform Black
Snow with the EKU Ensemble.
Meriwether commands a lot of
excitement with his music on the
stage and his musical career
goes back to age three when he
first began teaching himself to
play the piano. By age three and
a half he was composing music
and by age four he had a
repertoire of about 20 songs, two
of which were original compositions.
Roy's father is a minister, so
consequently he spent alot of
time playing gospel piano in the
church, which he still does when
he goes home to Dayton. At age
17,
Roy
was
playing
professionally in a night club for
25 dollars a week. By age 19 he
was recording for Columbia and
touring on the road. Since that
time Roy, now 32, has devoted
himself to performing and
composing. He comes from a
musical family which has
directed most of their talents
into the Baptist church.

rTALENT SEARCH 76^
Slngars, musicians, dancars, tachnlclans, magicians, Oin/o players,
acrobsf. pianists, puppataars, noraHf acts ...It taka* all kinds ot talanl
lo amtatlaln Cadar Point's 2,500,000 IUOIIIW guaata. and tha search Is on.
So, chack tha audition schadula, polish up four act and coma show us your
talant. Tachnlclans, coma tor an Interview with Cadar Polnt't Lira Shows.
Open only lo registered college students and graduating high school eon lore.
AUDITION AND INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
Pittsburgh. Pa.-Fri., Fab. 27.1D1
Indianapolis. Ind.-Tues.. Mar. 2, 1S7S
William Pern Hotel
Stoulter's Indianapolis Inn
Mellon Square
2820 North Met Idan
Tech Interviews «:00 Auditions 5:00 Tech Interviews 4:00 Auditions 5:00
Cincinnati, O— Sun.. Fab. 29,1978
Detroit, Mlch.-Thurs., Mar. 4,1S7S
Stoutfers Cincinnati Inn
Sheraton—Southlleld Hotal
150 W 5th Street
17017 West Nine Mile Road at l-«9e
Tech Interviews 3:00 Auditions 4:00 Tech Interviews 4:00 Auditions 5:00
LoulevtlM. Ky.-Mon., Mar. 1, Ifrf
Sheraton Inn—Louisville Eaat
1-64 at Hurstbourne Lane
Tech Interviews 4:00 Auditions 5:00

Sanduaky. O.-Sat., Mar. 6, 1878
Cedar Point
Centennial Theatre
Tech Interviews 10:00 Auditions 11:00

Live Entertainment. Cadar Point. Sanduaky, Ohio 44870

CEDAR POINT AMUSeMeKTLaND
SANDUSKXOHIO

.

Bob Burkhart will be discussing
Henry IV-Part 1" with guest
Dr. Hart of the English department on Will Power.

Film

Commission.
It is the first
original musical presentation
dealing with Afro-American
heritage to receive the endorsement of any state Bicentennial commission in the United
States.
The hour-long performance of
Black Snow encompasses the
entire
history
of
AfroAmericans, from 1619 to the
Civil War right up to the
present. It is truly a dynamic
piece of music and portrays the
21 segments of Afro-American
history that Meriwether thought
most important.
Black Snow was written with a
vocal score which will be performed at the gala premier of
the
musical
composition
scheduled for April 10 and 11, in
Meriwether's home town of
Dayton, Ohio. Also the Dayton
Contemporary Dance Company
will perform their interpretation
in dance.

mwsw
SALE STARTS
FEB. 12

LEVI'S FEBRUARY

New stock is arriving daily,
we must dean out now! We
need the room, and we're
passing the savings to you!

SAVE

1/2

I * 70 LADIES SHIRTS BY LEVI'S ORIGINALLY TO $18. NOW $6.00

:

•

!""* 14 PR. PAINTER PANTS ORIGINALLY $7.00 NOW $4.99
! * 56 PR. LEVI PANATELA DRESS PANTS ORIGINALLY $14. TO $22 NOW 2/$15.

?

I

; * 27 LEVI'S CHAMBRAY JACKETS (FIOM GENTLEMAN'S JEANS COLLECTION) NOW $8.00 j
* 70 PR. LEVI PREWASH JEANS (SPECIAL PURCHASE) NOW $7.25
i j! PR. LEVI'S BUSH JEAN ORIGINALLY $1650 NOW $8.25
* 37 BOYS "WET PRINT" "MONZMI" SHIRTS ORIGINALLY $10.00 NOW $5.00
* 40 BOYS "MdEANS" JEANS REG. $8.00 NOW $4.00
* 5 LEVI'S TAN DENIM SHIRT JACKETS REG. $19. NOW $9.50
I * 63 LEVI'S FOR GALS CHECKED COULOTTE I SKIRTS REG. $10.00 NOW $5.00

Levis

HEADQUARTERS

SINE HOURS:
II HA J 111' l:NPJ.
III. TIM SAT.
IPEN SUN.
1:31 Tl' IMP J

WE WELCOME:
nasn

■Y-Mir
.KM1UCKY

4

j

m
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ALE stresses
law enforcement
the annual Fall Banquet. It was
held last November and
presented top speakers, such as
Dr. George Easlmen, Director
of State and Local Government
at Kent Stale University and
Arthur Neiderhoffer of John
Jay College of Criminal Justice.
Other events include the ALE
Bowling League, car washes,
socials, and Campus Cancer
Drive, Law Enforcement Blood
Drive, and a Probation
Volunteer Program.
Future plans consist of field
trips to ihe Cincinnati Police
II is the largest law en- Department to observe team
forcement organization, with IB policing and the La Grange
initialed members, out ol the Correction Complex near
Louisville. A new program, still
four associations on campus.
The other three are the National in the early stages, is the
Criminal Justice, National Law Volunteers in Corrections,
and the National Police where students work locally
with parole officers They aid
Honorary Society.
Membership
in
the those people on probation by
organization a open to all helping them find a job or by
students enrolled in the College just answering their questions.
Career Day in Criminal
if Law Enforcement on either a
lull or part-time basis. There is Justice is another major
•o requirement for age, sex, or Association project given in the
aptitude Dues of 13.00 are paid joint effort of the four law enajsch semester with an ad- forcement programs on camditional $3.oo initiation fee pus. II is the first of its kind in
nred at the lime of joining the United States. Federal,
i association
State, and Local law enCamp Placement Day brought camp directors from four
i William Tillett and William forcement agencies come to
states representing therapeutic, youth agency, private, and
arfield, two professors in Law Eastern lor the purpose of
iforcemenl are Ihe advisors recruiting students to their
departments.
i the ALE.
i Perry Cance is Ihe residing
Cance, a graduate student
sident of the ALE. Judy majoring
in
Judicial
harder is vice-president with Administration under the
■n Cornish as Treasurer and Masters
in
Public
(MPAI
Podmore as secretary. Administration
they meet every Thursday Program hopes that more LEN
By WAYNE BOBLITT
evening at 4:45 p.m. in the students will take the ALE
The students then are rated
Organizations Reporter
Bennamer room in the Powell Association into consideration.
on a scale of 225 points for
Who's Who, Senior Citations, leadership, academic
{totter
He says that if any students are
I One of the major social and interested they should call Judy The Honor Roll, and The Hall of achievement, and service
Fame are four prestigious qualities. So many points are
education events combined is Garder at 625 2071
honors seniors may achieve il given to a student for being an
they meet certain academic, officer in an organization, so
leadership,
and
service many for various services
requirements.
projects participated in, and for
Who's Who Among Students other criteria that fall into their
in American Universities and quality categories.
Colleges is an honor program
The higher one's overall
started in 1934. It honors out- GPA, the higher the points one
standing campus leaders for mav achieve on Ihe scale.
their scholastic, leadership, and
Skip Daugherty, director of
community achievements in Student
Activities
and
over
1,000
colleges
and
The
counselor.:
are
minority
By TERRY TAYLOR
Organizations and the person
universities
in
the
United
students
themselves.
By
virtue
Staff Writer
responsible for collecting the
I Minority students al Eastern of their minority status and States.
student data, said he feels s fair
Letters
are
sent
to
all
Eastern
their
training
in
helping
■ve a counseling service
balance of students in all the
specifically to help techniques they are able to give faculty and staff members University 'sosUegessre chosen
asking
them
lo
nominate
assistance
others
could
not
for Who's Who.
i with adjustment problems
students for this honor. They
Daugherty said an average of
l may face al Ihe University. provide.
may
nominate
as"
many
According
to
Johnson,
the
200 seniors are nominated each
the Minority Student Counstudents
as
they
wish.
Center
has
not
effectively
year for the honor. Ten to fifseling Service, originated by
Each year, any graduating teen of the nominees do not
Bill Johnson, stall counselor, reached minority students
senior
with
a
minimum
of
90
because
many
of
them
are
respond by sending back Ihe
•as conceived lo provide
Special help lo minority unaware of the service. Of hours being completed, 2.75 questionaires, so they are ruled
overall
GPA.
and
with
those
who
do
know
about
it,
disqualified.
students.
I The service was in the Johnson said there is reluctance membership in at least two
Each college participating in
recognized
student
to
lake
advantage
of
counseling.
planning stage for one year, and
the Who's Who program may
organizations,
may
be
Students
interested
in
has been in effect since Fall of
select a maximum number of
B474. It wss approved by Dr. counseling msy make an ap- nominated for Who's Who.
students for the honor, based on
Transfer
students
are
eligible
pointment
by
calling
or
stopCalvin Tolar, director of the
Ihe total enrollment of the
for
nomination
if
they
are
in
Counseling program al Eastern. ping in al EUendale Hall.
particular institution.
In
their
second
year
at
E.K.U.
[ Johnson said the program is
Eastern's case, ihe maximum
The
President
of
the
Student
timed primarily for black
Association may also make is 50.
students or anyone who sees
This year, 51 were named to
nominations for Who's Who. A
themselves as a minority and
student may be nominated by a the Who's Who list. Daugherty
leeks ihe service.
; The purpose of Ihe program is
The annual World Affairs faculty member who does not said there was a tie for 50th
place, and the Who's Who
to give para-professional Seminar will be held Apr. 13-18, teach in his her major.
If a student wishes to decline committee received permission
guidance to minority students 1976, in conjunction with the
from national headquarters to
laving problems adjusting lo National Model United Nations the nomination, he may do so. select one additional student for
in New York City. Join the If he accepts, he next fills out a
Ihe university environment.
seminar. Il is open to all form and sends the Student the honor.
The students selected are not
qualified graduate and un- Association Office Ihe name of a
person to use as a reference in told bow many points on the
dergraduate students.
evaluating him.
scale they reached, or how they
All participants will earn two
Evaluation forms then are
I Due lo a reporting error, the hours credit. For further inBicentennial seminar honoring formation and applications, sent to the person who
Adam Smith was incorrectly contact Dr. Tae-Hwan Kwak, nominated the individual, to (he
Eed as set for March 21 - 27 Dept. of Political Science, person Ihe student chose as a
seminar will be held on Wallace 313. phone 5946, or 623- reference, and to the sponsor of
an organization to which the
ipus March 24 - 46
7444.
student belongs.

By LYNN HUNT
Staff Writer
A voluntary SI activities fee is
asked of each student during
dormitory check-in.
Although about M par cent of
the dorm residents pay the fee,
most either do not understand
what their money is being used
for, or they are not interested in
participating in the activities
offered, said John Brown,
director of Dupree Hall.

By LYNNE KIU'EK
Staff Writer
The ALE organization at
EKU is not literally what the
Mien read to be. It is the
Aaaocialion of Law Enforcemenl designed to offer
students an opportunity of
belonging to a law enforcement
carter orientated organization.
The ALE was formed in 1MB
by William Thomas now employed for the Bureau of
Training in the Stratton or Law
*nfnrrement building.

In the Fall semester of 1975,
the average amount collected
for each dorm was ap
-proximately MOO, according to
compiled figures listed by dorm
directors. From this, s budget
must be made by Ihe treasurer
of the House Council of each
The money is used for a
variety of programs. During
Homecoming, it provides Ihe
funds necessary for dorm
decorations, floats, and entry

Camp planning

Ph«*0 by S*»v# Daly

church camps. Two directors take time out from their
hectic day to discuss some summer programs.

Senior scholars, leaders recognized
through four 'honors' programs

Minority counseling,
a 'special help'

Voluntary fee
pays dividends

rated as compared to the other
nominees.
Daugherty said selection to
Who's Woo is the top all-around
honor a senior can achieve.
He said many departments
and faculty members make
sure their top students are
nominated, and do much
research to make sure these
students are found.
Even though many of the top
campus leaders achieve this
honor,
Daugherty admitted
that many deserving and important campus leaders are not
nominated for Who's Who.
He said some faculty members do not take time to fill out
nomination
forms, thereby
missing deadlines. Only a small
percentage of nominated

students decline the chance for
the honor and do not return
questionnaires, he added.
Daugherty said it lakes a
reasonable blend of academic
leadership,
and
service
qualities to be nominated. A
student needs to be wellrounded in all three areas.
He said some schools choose
Iheir members by popular votes
and personality contests, but he
feels Eastern's plan is good,
balanced, and objective.
Senior Citations is a program
for honoring seniors undertaken
by Ihe Milestone yearbook in
1965 Unlike Who's Who where a
student is honored for overall
participation in university life,
(See SCHOLARS, page five)

fees for Homecoming Queen
candidates, as well as refreshments for open house.
Other activities include
movies, dances, documentaries, mixers with other
dorms, and lectures beneficial
to students.
Some of the women's dorms
sponsor
Halloween
and
Christmas socials and present
Yuletide gifts to the Dorm
Directors and Residents
Assistants.
Men's dormitories sponsor
sports tournaments and also
provide sports equipment for
individual use.
In addition, most dorms
provide coffee and donuts for
residents during finals week.
Brown said they have 70-60
per cent participation for most
of the activities. He also fell as
though most students were
willing to pay the activities fee
after an explanation of its uses
was given.

CASIO
CALCULATORS

25%0FF
fa-15

T^AND-SIZE
SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATOR

thru
Thursday
Feb. 19

fX-WI fx-20
HAND-SIZE
SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATOR

POCKET SIZE
SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATOR

RA2IC CllACK
Lafayette
University Shopping Cantor

UN seminar

Correction

■a

L
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Comparison to nation s average shoivs

Students not addicted to TV

Black culture

Ptyjio Ov Scon Adams

Black ArU Festival has been held in the Powell Building for the past week. Oa display were exhibits pertaining to black cultures.

Ag department offers

Course for home gardeners
By LYNN HUNT
SUrf Writer
A A non-credit evening course
in home vegetable gardening is
being offered for non-student
adults this semester.
• "The course is designed to
assist home gardeners in
planning and starting their
vegetable gardens," according
m the instructor. Dr. Glenn
Hayes, professor in the

agriculture department.
February classes will be
concerned
with
choosing
varieties, planning and laying
out the plot, selecting and
buying seeds, the practices of
fertilization and controlling
diseases and insects.
The March classes will include topics such as starting
seeds in flats and potting and

growing transplants.
Greenhouse space will be
provided to students for this
work.
In April, instruction will be
given on soil preparation, time
of planting, sowing seeds, insect
and disease symptoms and use
of compost. The last session
will cover harvesting and
storage.

The first class meeting was
January 28. It will be held
every Wednesday from 6:308:30 p.m. in the A.B. Carter
Building.
The class is not a part of a
regular semester load.
Registration is still open to
those interested in attending.

Editor's Note: The following
it • recent survey conducted by
a number of Dr. Carol
Polsgrotr's Journalism
students.
It's the television generation.
Or is.it'.'
According to a recent survey,
more than hall oi the students
living on the Eastern Kentucky
University campus watch
' television less than eleven hours
a week iThe national average
is almost 25 hours a week, according to the AC Nielson
Company, i
In tact. 18.2 per ceni said they
watch television only one hour a
week or less, although that
group was matched at the other
end ot the scale by 20 per cent
who said they watched more
than twenty hours a week.
The interviews ol 255 EKC
dormitory residents produced
oiher
inlormation
about
sludents media habits:
( S sixty per cent said they
spend more than ten hours a
week listening to radio. «ith
74.9 per cent tavonng FM over
, AM and 63 1 per cent listening to
rock stations more than any
other kind;
S lew IT than halt 148,6 per
cent l had read any books in the
preceding two months other
than those rquired for their
courses, but
p^more than half 154 9 per
cent) read a newspaper more
than twice a week, with 27.8 per
cent reading a paper daily, and
/more than half (54.S per
cent) subscribe to at least one
magazine, with 87.5 per cent
saying they read regularly
(once every two months) at
least one magazine they do not
subscribe to.
Asked where they usually get
their news information, 45.5 per
cent of the students said
newspapers, 43.9 per cent said
television, and 38.4 per cent said
radio, with magazines and other
people getting a few votes.
(Students could give more than
one reply to this question.)
The students to be in-

terviewed were chosen at
random trom the student
telephone directory A random
numbers table—a list of
numbers selected by computer—was used 10 make ihe
sample as representative as
possible.
Students interviewed were
asked 22 questions, and ihe
results were tabulated by
computer
"One thing we were able 10 do
easily with the computer was to
find out it (he media habits ol
students who watch television
more dilter trom those oi
students who watch television
less, said Dr Carol Polsgrove
And we did ihe same thing lor
book readers and sludents who
had not read books recently."
The results:
/Students who spend more
time watching
television
i eleven or more hours n week I
tend to be heavier media users
in general They tend IO subscribe to more magazines, read

newspapers more often, listen
to radio and go to movies more.
But tewer of them had read any
books than had those who
watched television less.
/ Students who had read at
least one book in the preceding
two months also tend to subscribe to more magazines, read
more newspapers, and go to
more movies than (hose who
had not read a book. But they
lend to spend less lime watching television and listening to
radio than do the students who.
had not read a book for two
months.
Results were also tabulated
by sex and class. "Many of the
dilterences are too small to be
sigml icanl.
said Polsgrove,
"but some are fairly sizable."
For example, while 76.2 per
cent of the men read a
newspaper more than twice a
week, only 44.1 per cent of the
women do. Women also go to
movies less often than men, and
a larger proportion of the

women than men do not sub- .
scribe to any magazines or *
newspapers.
More women than men
participated in the survey,
more even than would be
predicted from the greater
number of women in dor- .,
mi tones
Of the dormitory A
residents at Eastern at Ihe time .
the survey was takes, 58.9 per
cent were women, while SS.7 per „
cent of the students interviewed
were women.
KM the 385 students chosen .
for the survey, sixty-«U per,,
cent were interviewed.
AH |
interviews were conducted in ■
person.)
However, the breakdown by
class roughly reflected the
university-wide breakdown,
with freshmen making up 38.8
per cent of the students sur- '
veyed, compared to 40.5 per
cenl of the full-time enrollment
last fall; sophomores 23 9 per
(8ee MEDIA, page sis)

MADISON NATIONAL BANK
RICHMOND. KY.
Convenient Full Service Branch Office, equipped
with a Drive-In Window, located at corner
Water and Second Street
BRANCH OFFICE HOURS
8:00 A.M. until 2:00 P. M.

-Monday thru Thursday

8:00 A.M. until 6:00 P. M.

-Fridays

8:00 AM until 12 Noon

-Saturdays

Phone (■ranch Office)

623-2799

Phone (Main Office)

623-2747

Scholars recognized
i Continued from page four)
Senior Citations honors a
student tor excellence in
specific extracurricular activities.
These activities include
speech and drama, music,
communications, student
publications, military science,
student government, community service, Greeks, and
men's and women's athletics.
The Milestone honors editor
solicits nominations for the
Citations.
Only faculty and
staff most closely involved in
Ihe activities under consideration are contacted.
Requirements for Senior
Citations nominations is that a
student not be on social
probation (not in trouble with
the university i or on academic
probation
(minimum g.p.a.
2.01.
Doug Whillock, director of
public information and yearbook advisor, said the primary

purpose of Senior Citations is to
attempt to recognize people who
have distinguished themselves
in a certain extracurricular
area in (our college years.
1962 was the year the Honor
Roll and the Hall of Fame were
first initiated. These two honors
are
primarily
academic
achievements.
The Milestone honors editor
asks for .nominations for Ihe
Honor Roll from the university's six colleges,
Ihe
Collegiate Pentacle, and the
Student Association.
Each nominator may name
one person to the Honor Roll.
The nominee may be named not
only lor academic achievement,
but for service and- involvement, also.
The names of the students on
Ihe Honor Roll are submitted to
a secret committee appointed
by President Martin.
The
committee consists of administration
and
faculty

members, with an equal
representation Irom each
college.
The committee selects one of
the Honor Roll individuals to be
named to the Hall of Fame.
WhiUock said the Hall of Fame
selection usually was the
Honor Roll member with the
highest g.p.a.
Concerning the effect the
honors would have on a senior
applying for a Job, Daugherty
said Who's Who was a very
impressive honor for a senior to
list on a resume.
WhiUock said concerning the
effect the Senior Citations honor
would have on seniors applying
for work, that any honorachievement should be helpful
to them.
He said the Senior Citation
honor
would
show
the
prospective employer that the
applicant had distinguished
himself or herself to a high point
in exemplary work in some
area.

Happy VdMm Day

From

mVmM'i

Stop In and Pick Up Your Free Valentines!

Remember to call Mom to tell her about your cool new place.
Tell her she'd love your decorator. She'll be glad you called.
You will be too.
RMSS »■ 11 ij

whan you call during ttw off noun.

Evening. 8 P.M.-i 1 P.M. Sunday thru Friday
Nights 11 P.M.-B A.M. Evorynighl
WfktnOt All On Sjturdty.Until I P.M. Sunday

South Central BeM

1
Eastern Bypass

4

.
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Parking problem
at Kit Carson
dissatisfies many

Students describe experiences with board
iCoaUaiied from page mi
suspension, dated suspension, and expulsion.
Dated suspension simulates that a
student must be removed Irom the
University community for a specitied
amount ol time.
Undated suspension allows the student
to remain at the University as long as no
other violations are committed. Any
infraction ol the student code during this
period may cause the suspension to be
dated
Expulsion
requires
permanent
removal ol the student from the
University community
The disciplinary board has eight
laculty members and two non-voting
student members The chairman ol the
board votes only in case ol deadlock
"The addition ol students to the
disciplinary board has added quite a
good dimension to the composition of the
board." stated Dr. William Sexton,
chairman ol the disciplinary board.
"They often show the faculty members a
second side ol a situation, and are able to
view the case Irom a peer level."
Michelle Wade, student member of the
disciplinary board, felt her membership,
is effective even though she cannot vote
"Whatever the student members say

Attorney General speaks
<( onlinurd from page onei
counties) to investigate.
Stephens said his division
received 3,946 complaints in
1974 related to Kentucky
businessmen (it this number,
3,702 were Irom people inside
Kentucky
He said complaints in 1975 are
at least 20 per cent more. With
at least 75 consumer-oriented
lawsuits to die lor people, he
said he cannot act as a private
agency or force people to
compromise on an issue
If an allegation is made, and
the attorney general feels it is
lalse, and the defendant will not
answer to it, the matter goes
into court. Stephens said a lot of
complaints have been settled
this way.
He talked about Uov.
Carroll s Consumer Package
that will be voted on in the
Kentucky Legislature Feb. 27.
Among the bills the package
contains are:
111 A bill that would require
anyone purchasing a hearing
aid to have a doctor's certification that he needs one.
This bill would prohibit the
selling ol hearing aids on a doorto-door basis.
12) A bill that would set up
criteria as to what constitutes a
"lemon" car. _
(3)
Similarly, a bill that
would deal with "lemon"
mobile homes. This bill would
require safely standards on
Mobile Homes-that each one
have fire protection, and that
each one be anchored down (in
case of storm).
Stephens mentioned thai ol
the 1974 complaints his division
received, mobile home complaints were the only ones that
concerned housing
14)
A law that would
eradicate the present Holder In
Due Course doctrine in Kentucky.

tus case through the President of the
University to the Board of Regents.
The student must make this appeal
within 15 days ol his conviction.
Case Study I
The lollowing is one person's account
ol eventual suspension for the possession
of marijuana. The person asked thai his
and all other names no* be mentioned.
"It started about 12:28 am. when an
R.A. told the dorm director that we were
smoking pot. He came to the door and
said Resident director, can I come in?"
I let him in. and let him search the
room after he said he would do all he
could lor me if I cooperated."
"The room was searched by the
resident director, a security officer, and
an R.A, who, I later found out. turned me
in."
' 'The search turned up two and one half
ounces, approximately two ounces of
which were seeds and items. They also
look two or three pipes, salt and pepper,
and a bag of chocolate chip cookies."
"After the room was searched, the
Security officer wanted to take me
downtown, but the dorm director didn't
let him after I reminded him that the only
reason I let him search the room was
because he said he would try to make it
easier on me if I did."
"The charges were read to me by the
Dean of Men on Monday of the next week,
and he told us we would have to come
back Wednesday to see if I had to go
before the board."

carries a lot ol weight, and many times it
is possible to turn the decision. Wade
said. Voting rights would be helplul in
some instances, but usually the vote is
unanimous
"The ciiM-iplin.il > board is the only
agency that may suspend or expell a
student Irom the University, stated
Sexton
"The board meetings are in the lorm ol
a formal hearing, without legal council
for either side The University has a
representative conduct its case, and the
student may elect to have his case given
by a member ol the University community, or may represent himsell.
" Most of our cases involve violations ol
paragraphs 12 and 18." Sextan said.
Paragraph 12 concerns drug abuse
other thanalcohol. and paragraph lBdeals
with being present in the resident hall ol
the opposite sex
"Any student lound guilty of
paragraph 18," Sexton explained, must
be expelled or suspended " This includes
undated suspension
Of the paragraph 12 infractions, most
are marijuana oriented
No specific
statutes are placed on the amount of
marijuana required to send a student
before the disciplinary board or to administrate a specilic sanction.
If lound guilty, the student may appeal

Presently, the law works like
this
A person could buy a
product Irom a company
Later, if he finds the product
defective, the company that
sold it to him may have gone out
of business, or the individual
who sold it may have left with
no address left behind.
II the person borrowed money
to buy the defective product, he
would still have to pay the bank
back the money under these
circumstances. If the new law
is passed to eradicate this
doctrine, however, a swindled
consumer would not have to pay
back the money.
IS) One of the most controversial bills, Stephens said is
in the package, is that unfair
sales practices be added to
unethical sales practices in
defining the vays consumers
are used.
This bill includes several
topics. One is the Generic Drug
Law that would require a
pharmacist, unless a doctor has
prescribed to a patient a particular drug brand, to show a
consumer the dillerent brands
of a particular drug in order te
give him the opportunity to
purchase the cheapest one.
A Charitable Solicitation Law
included would put a 15 per cent
limit as to the income a solicitor
lor a chanty could receive for
his work. A person contributing
to a charity could be assured
that at least 85 per cent of the
money he gave the charity
would go lor that intended
purpose.
A Kentucky Antitrust Price
Fixing Law would protect
consumers from unfair price
hikes in the event of a product's
rise in demand.
Stephens
mentioned that lumber rose in
price just after the 1974 tornado
when many people needed
lumber to rebuild their homes.
A new law pertaining to

automobiles would require the
name ol a previous owner of a
used car to be put on the car so a
buyer could check with the past
owner about the car's condition.
Stephens commented that one
ol the biggest frauds against
consumers in Kentucky was the
rolling back of odometers on
cars to make cars appear to
have fewer miles traveled. He
said a passage ol a present bill
would make it a misdemeanor
to roll back an odometer.

"Two weeks later I went to the board. I
brought my mother, father and sister to
the hearing, as well as character witnesses and letters from faculty and
friends urging the board to be as lenient
as possible."
"If I pleaded innocent, the resident
director, security officer, and R.A. would
have testified against me, but a guilty
plea would allow the resident director to
testify on my behalf."
"I knew their case against me was
pretty tight, so I took the,guilty plea,

asking that I be allowed to remain in
school."
"The verdict allowed me lo complete
the Spring Semester. 1975. but suspended
me from the end of that semester until
the beginning of the current semester."
"If anything can be learned Irom this.
it's not to smoke pot on campus. It's
certainly not worth the risk."
In a more recent decision, a student
was lound guilty of being in a residence
hall of the opposite sex. I Paragraph 18 of
the student handbook).
"I Just had a fight with my girlfriend
and I wanted to get back a fur coat I had
given, her for Christmas. I called her
room several times, but she kept hanging
up on me, so I decided to go up and get
it."
"I got in and out of the dorm, but an
R.A. saw me from behind and got the
names of the girls and turned them into
the resident director."
"I went to see the director and, alter
she promised whatever I said would not
be held against me, I explained the
situation."
"She took notes and turned them into
the Office for Student Affairs. Later I
was informed that I was to go before the
disciplinary board."
I wanted to plead entrapment, but I
was advised by several people to plead
guilty if I wanted to stay in school."
"I went before the board and pleaded
guilty, receiving undated suspension for
the Spring semester and the Summer
session."
"During Christmas break I put my
bicycle in my room because I was afraid
it would be stolen."
"We had room check over break and
my dorm director wrote me up for having
a bicycle in the room and for some
whiskey bottles, which had no alcohol in
them."
"When he found out I was on undated
suspension, he turned my case over to the
dean, and I was offered a year of undated
suspension or a hearing before the board.
I took the suspension."

By KEITH MNER
Staff Writer
Many students are still 'expressing dissatisfaction with
the re-zoning of the Kit Carson
parking lot.
Last semester, the lot was
changed from an all decal zone
to a zone S. FOR FRESHMEN
PARKING ONLY.
According to Bill Lockridge.
director of Security and Safety,
the majority of complaints are
coming from Junior and senior
women who are registered to
park in zone 2 areas. Lockridge
said that pror to re-zomng the
Kit Carson lot the only place
that freshmen could park was
in the Begley parking lot.

Changing the Kit Carson lot
from an all decal zone to a zone
S provides an additional 240
freshmen parking spaces.
Lockridge siad.
Lockridge said that before the
Kit Carson lot was re-zoned he

Easy Creations Ltd.
Specializing in
^Plastercraft -Macrame -Country Carvino\
Paper Pottery Kits of genuine
Puka & Turquoise
Class** in Leather Making
All other crafts included

ortw
IllOft

10-S Sat.

70S Blf HIN Aw - N..I t* 8urf.r

QIMSR

Phone 623-8904

ITOIJ can't come to US...
WE'LL come to YOU!
Delivery from

4 tm

12;

30 Weekdays
4 till 1:30 Weekends

Andy's Pizza Palace

listening to radio and going to
movies;
v" sophomores subscribe to and
read
newspapers
least
frequently of the four classes;

l-llBl
HRW

110 S- Second Si.

For Delivery call 623-5400

^ juniors are more likely to
read books than any other
class;

One HOUR
DRYCxeaneRS

■* seniors subscribe to and read
newspapers most frequently;
they also watch television more.

Sapphire Blue
for Valentines

' CANDIES

It has been estimated that
after all construction expenses
are added up for a lour level
parking lot, each space would
be worth over $2,000.

New Craft Shop

campus activities which enable
students to have an enjoyable
time."

Kirk's Kirk's Kirk's

V

However, Lockridge said that
many UK officials
were
unhappy with the results
because students were not using
the facility as much as had been
anticipated.
Lighting and
patrolling a multi-level parking
lot was also a big and costly
problem, added Loclridge.

Hours 10 • • • M-f>

"wheel of fortune", "blackJack", and other participation
booths.
Students will be given "funny
money" for a 25 cents contribution to the Madison County
Association for Retarded
Children
Men's interdorm represents
all men living in residence halls
on campus.
According to
Advisor David Wiles "men's
interdorm is an important part
of student government and has
become especially interested in

Media Survey

Red Foil Heart
1 lb. $3.75

When asked il a multi-level
parking lot has ever been
considered for this campus,
Lockridge said that he and
several other University officials had inspected a multilevel parking lot on the
University of Kentucky campus.

Lockridge explained that
there are approximately 266
freshmen women with zone S
parking privileges and about
800 freshmen men with zone S
privileges. The Begley parking
lot has only enough parking
spaces for 550 cars.

Las Vegas night scheduled
for February 25 in Powell

He said his council recommended that a consumer
education course be required
lor all high school students, but
that Gov. Carroll has taken no
stand on the bill He said local
school boards are opposed to the
Men's inter dorm offers
bill because they do not like to
students, faculty and staff an
be told they have to teach a
opportunity to come out to Las
particular subject.
Vegas night at the Powell Grill,
He said his council is going to Wednesday, February 25 from
take action on the rising 8:30 to 11 p.m.
The grill will be packed with
malpractice rates for doctors in
Kentucky. Stephens said this is participation games for all who
Students may
a consumer-oriented complaint, come out.
because consumers have to pay compete "against the house"
higher prices for a doctor's with lunny money in such
services so he can pay his in- games as "bail toss" "nerf
basketball", "ping pong pitch",
surance premiums.
"darts", "nail driving",
He said that his division is "putting green", 'roulette",
going to strive to bring consumer information to the
Kentucky people. Besides information disseminated over
radio, television, and the
printed page, his council is
(Continued from page five)
going to try to work during the
summer at booths set up in cent, compared to 23.2 per cent
county fairs and the state fair. university-wide; juniors 22.7
per cent, compared to 18.6 per
He said his division does print cent, and seniors 11.8 per cent,
a lot ol brochures in an attempt compared to 17.7 per cent.
Differences in media habits
to educate people as to what to
watch out lor concerning their among classes included the
rights as consumers. Among lollowing:
t^ il
r
freshmen
Trillium af^iiu
spend icaa
le
time
such consumer knowledge are
waicning television than
man any
ten danger signals whereby one watching
may recognize np-ofl artists. other class and more time

had been receiving complaints
from the parents of freshmen
women.
The parents were
unhappy
because
their
daughters had to walk across
campus to get to their cars. It
was a matter of easing the
congested situation of the
Begley parking lot and
protecting the safety of the
freshmen women, explained
Lockridge.

COLLEGE CAMPUS
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newsbriefs

Arkansas will give a special
address. The title of his speech
will be '-Transportation Perspectives In the 1170's."
All students and faculty are
Invited.

Cheerleaders

Former cheerleaders interested in being KAPOS judges
at a district or regional high
school basketball tournament,
are requested to attend a
judging clinic from 8 a.m. to 1
p.m Saturday (14) at Madison
Veterans
Central High School (Richmond), at this time, KAPOS
What are your earner goals? rules will be clarified and
Whatever, a commission in the judging assignments made.
Army can held achieve them
Direct any questions to Mrs.
Veterans can choose service Carr at Model Ub School,
obligation
phone 3788
One may elect active duty for
two years or opt for three
Tourney
months active duty for training.
In other wonts, obligation can
Kappa Alpha Psi Is sponbe tailored to suit initial career soring its first annual girls'
needs.
basketball tournament in Model
See or call Capt. Fleming for Lab Gym, Feb. 17-S. The
lurther information,
flnghry purpose is to establish a
S13, phone 3*11.
scholarship fund that will
provide tuition for dlsadCollegiate Pentacle vsntaged youths who wish to
attend Model Lab School.
Meeting today at 8 p.m. In
A $2 entry fee will be charged
Room A. Powell. Please bring for each team. Two divisions
scissors and a cardboard box. will be open:
Greek and
Independent.
First, second,
third, and fourth place trophies
Food Fair
will awarded the winners. Final
The annual EKU Women's tourney play will be a playoff of
Food Fair - "The Spice of the two respective first and
Life" — will be held tonight at second place winners in each
630 in the Fellowship Hall of division.
the First Christian Church All
Entry fee deadline is Feb. M.
dishes must be at the church For additional information and
before 6 so in order to be payment of entry fees, contact
sampled and judged.
Jose Grinage at 47S3 or Michael
For more information, con tact Wsrdford at Sill.
Mrs. Oominick Hart, Phone 828SS74.
Tax Returns

Fashion Tour
A fashion study tour to New
York City is scheduled May 17June 4 by the Department of
Home Economics
Students
who participate may earn three
hours graduate or undergraduate credit.
The tour is planned to expose
the student to many aspects of
the fashion industry and to
career opportunities in the field.
The our is open to junior,
senior, and graduate students In
any major.
For more information,
contact Mrs. Virginia Richards,
Burner 881-A, phone 1M0

The Accounting Club it
filling out tax returns for
University students and others.
The charge is 14 for both federal
and Kentucky short forms.
This service is conducted
between • and t:M p.m. Wednesdays in Combs 307.

Travel Study
Join Travel Study in Mexico
during spring intersession and
earn three hours credit. For
further inormaion, call Mr.
Clarkaon at 8881 or drop by
Cammack IB.
e • TV

09 * t -

■ * ,

re>

Orienteering Club

The Orienteering Club will
Newman Center have
a meeting at 4:80 p.m.
next Wednesday, February 18,
The Catholic Newman Center on the concourse of the Begley
is sponsoring a retreat In the Building. The upcoming Red
Cincinnati area Feb. 10 and 21. River Gorge orienteering event
Reservations should be made no will be discussed.
later khan Wednesday. Students
wanting additional information
Judo Club
should call the center.
Three group sessions are
Persons with experience in
opened to new people. Tuesday Judo who would like to join the
and Thursday at 8:30 p.m. EKU Club, contact Andrew Gall
students gather together for an at 4*66 Please call only If
hour of bible discussion and previous training or experience
reflection, and Tuesday night at exists.
6:30 is Catholic Beliefs and
Practices This Tuesday night
Senior Recital
morality will be discussed.
Joy Mefford, Bachelor of
Music, 8:10 tonight, Gilford
AM A
Theatre.
The student chapter of the
American Marketing
Association will meet tonight at
7 in Library in. Dr. Frank
Davit, Professor of Transportation at the University of

....

Babysitting services provided

By Wayne Boblitt
The Human Development and
Family Relation* Club will
provide babysitting services
during home basketball games
Feb. M and it. The members,
child development majors, and
- a child development instructor
will be present.
If Interested, bring your
children to the Burner
Building around 7 p.m. game
days. Fee is 11 50 per child. For
further information, contact
Patty Lease (349) or Kauiy
Suemore (1477).

.
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by Combs 317 this week
regarding a program for
visiting high school seniors
from Bryan Station HS. These
Encounter Group seniors plan to visit campus this
The _ Minority
Student month.
Counseling Service will sponsor
Foreign Students
a Mack-white encounter group
with introductory meeting
Foreign students sre required
scheduled at 7 p.m. Tuesday in to secure the "alien address
Room A. Powell.
report" form to register current
addresses with the Immigration
and Naturalization Service.
Kappa Week
These forms may be picked up in
Fourth annual Kappa Week Dean Clawson's office. Begley
will be Feb. 18-21. Feature will 428, or at the Richmond Post
be the "Crimson and Cream ' Office, Water Street, downtown.
Ball" with Roger and the
Human Body. Dance will be in
LEN
the Keen Johnson Ballroom
from 8 p.m. to l a.m. Friday
The Association of Law
(20th). Tickets available from Enforcement will meet today at
any Kappa members.
4:45 p.m. in the Kennamer
Other activities include Room, Powell. All law enScroller Show, free dance, card forcement majors and minors
tourney, play, lashion show, are encouraged to attend. New
Pappa Step Show, and After Set. members are encouraged and
For more info, call James welcome.
Til I man (4171).
Events include movies or a
special guest speaker. Plant
Republicans
for field trips (approved by
The second annual gala University funds) and parties
Abraham Lincoln Birthday will will be discussed. Dues will be
be held at 7 tonight at O'Rileys. collected. Anyone interested in
Duet mutt be paid to celebrate buying t "College of Law
Enforcement" decal, please
Abe's 188th birthday
Steve Wolfzorn at 4170.
Short business meeting at contact
Attendance is mandatory for
8:30 p.m. Wednesday (18)
before the roller skating party. members. If you cannot attend,
contact Judy at 2071.
Meet in Room B. PoweU.
Delegates to (he state conIVCF
vention will be finalized.
Inter-Varsity Christian
Lost and Found Fellowship will meet tonight at
7 in the Kennamer Room,
All lost and found items Powell. Topic: Worship by
should be turned in at the Bro. Roy Lamberth. Everyone
Information Desk, Powell.
Students who have found items welcome.
should turn them in, and
Wesley
students missing items should
check to see if they have been
Rap Hour will be Sunday
turned in.
morning (15) at 8:30. Worship
Thru Sharing will be at 7 that
evening. Wesley Singers will
Contest
practice at 7 p.m. Tuesday (17).
On
Wednesday
(18),
The third annual Phi Epsilon
Kappa free throw shoe ng K 'lowship Hour will be held at
contest will be held beginning at 6:30 p.m. John Fitch from
I p.m. Saturday (14) in (he Wilmore will share on the topic,
Alumni Coliseum auxiliary "Why I Believe."
Everybody is invited to
gym. Entry fee is 50 cents.
participate in these activities,
Bryan
all of which are held at the
Wesley
Foundation,
401
Station Grads
University Drive.
Students who were graduated
from Bryan Station High School
Tutors Weeded
Lexington, and, are now
students in the College of
Applications now are being
Business, are requested to accepted for the position of
please contact Dean Howard tutor-counselor with
the
Thompson (phone 3888) or stop Upward Bound Program for
necessary to be social work
major or minor to join. Group
needs support.

summer, 1878.
Interested
people should contact Louis A.
Power, director of Student
Special Programs, Begley 434,
phone 1434 or 1428.

resumes at 8 a.m.
(17).

MSCS
Minority Student Counseling
Service services are still
available for minority students
with personal-social and and-or
vocational-educational
problems. Please reel free to stop by
anytime and talk with one of the
counselors.

Grad Students

SELF SERVICE
SUNDRY & DR¥ CLEANING 1

Tuesday

full time graduate students
in education are advised that
Epsilon Rho Chapter of Phi
Delta Kappa is planning to
award 8350 scholarship to a
graduate student who has been
enrolled both semesters of the
Military Police
1875-76 academic year.
The
Military Police Company I
Interested graduate students
who qualify should contact Dr. will meet Wednesday (25) at
Ned L. Warren, dean, School of 8:30 p.m. in Conference Room |
Health, Physical Education, A. Powell
Recreation, and Athletics,
Earn Money
chairman of the Phi Delta
Kappa scholarship committee
Earn an extra 82700 during
(Begley 207, phone 3846), no your junior and senior years ol
later than March 1 regarding college. For more information,
details for application.
contact Capt. Keller, Begley
Applications will be due no 515, phone 3811.
later than Mar. 15, 1876.

SAVE St percent or MORE
ON YOUR DRY CLEANING
10 lb. for $2.50
Use our new steam cabinet
FREE
HIGHLANDER LAUNDRY
Geri Lane
. ■: i[.-ii[n-]|p|frU

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENl

BUTTER'S
MILL JLL

Wo men
Holiday

Applications for the third
annual Women's Scholarship
are available in all women's
dorms, the Dean of Women's
office, and the controller's
office (1st Floor, Jones).
Deadline for filing application is
Mar. 1.

Monday, Feb.
16,
it
Washington's Birthday.
Classes will be dismissed and
offices will be closed. As usual,
certan necessary functions will
continue.
Regular schedule

^iurntable\^ti
Speciall

135 E. Main

Monday Nite

His & Hers f-Bone Steak!
Special '9*
includes 1 16 Oz. T-Bone
1 10 Oz. T-Bone

Technics 1500
Direct Drive
'/strobe, dust cover,
& Stanton 600EE
retail *259"
(■

Tuesday Nite
thru
Saturday,
Feb. 14

Now
194 S. 1HD

• I5900

NY.

Live Bluegrass
Featuring Stony Creek
Pan for Gold Every Afternoon
Sliaff^fiiiiiiiifiiiiBiiiii^iiiiiaiii^iiaffafisiif
in*"'

<*>' THURSDAY!

'A,1.1 IMnm ■

SiuuolOhite
and the SriH.fi Oukirfs
At 7:00 I 9:15

IK I INK

en

OK

BSD

Diamond Stylus Special!
Starts FRIDAY!

Any Diamond Stereo Needli
in Store

It's Hi Spirited Hi Larity

AtUfendyfc
wefixtem,

...and only you can see him!

OLD FASHIONED

/2

PRICE with this coupon

256 ways! HAMBMEIIS

Offer Good Thru Fab. 31

Eastern By-Pass

Cttrrltsr'a
Masse Wtirld
University Center

WAUDiSNtY

*8LlCKBtARD5
GHOST

VUJW

Social Worh Club
Meeting today at 4:30 p.m. in
Wallace 448. Future plant and
activities will be discussed.
Everyone invited. . . not

I

15* OFF

FRENCH FRIES

II

HAMBURGER

KiJ&rf

WMIBMf* TWO

Now at Wendy's
I ,
Now •! Wendy's
I I
Old t'oshioned Hamburgers
d Htmburgen | |
this Coupon entitles you
I' ptd I - Aihiunr
this coupon
lo a fret? Single Hamburger
enlillei you lo IS< off
with i he purchase of two
I 4 en order of French Frir*.
hamburgers of any sure
j'JI
Offer enptrn
Ollrr expires
Feb. 25
Feb 25
(■Ct
CSsjeSt
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imni
Sirloin Pit
IE OFFER THE FOLLOiING SPECIALS FOR
LUNCH FROM U-l DAILY, MONDAY THRU FRIDAYf
RIBEYE STEAK SANDWICH-Friw $1.39
CHOPPED SIRLOIN PLATTER
# ," - Salad, Frits. Ttiu Toast
$1.29
HOGIE FLOUNDER FISH SAPID

Campus Movie

$1.09

Sauce. Lettuce, Pickles, Hoagy But)
Frit*

Baked Potato for Just 10« Extra

7\ies., FW., Sat.

Monday Thru Sunday 11-4 P.M.
M LB. T-BONE SPECIAL
{Sa lad - Baked Potato - Torn Toast

$2.19

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
EASTERN BY PASS
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 40475
PHONE 623 6006

Roar once again
with the original
movie cast...

I«3E;- An Ingo Ptrmmger Production
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Women go on road trip

Host Austin Peay Sat., Murray Mon.

Women's team captures
first Louisville Classic

Colonels hit 100 points i]
game of freak occurrences

By SI SAN BECKER
Sun Writer
Playing well is important to
any team's success, but even
more important is playing well
consistently.
The
girls on
eastern's basketball team have
obviously accomplished this
goal: lor the third time this
twelve members ol the

Lehman, 9, Kok, 8, Freshwater.
6, Long, 6. Proctor, 4, Lundberg,
4, Hall, 2. and Pendell, 2.
By deleating UL, Eastern
advanced to the Saturday night
championship game against
L'K Lead by Freshwater, who
was 10 lor 17 and scored 21
points, Eastern again took
control of the game.

The Eastern Progress

squad have contributed to the
final score
Playing
in
the
first
annual
Louisville
Classic
Championship Tourney last
weekend, the Colonels deleated
both UK and II. to bring home
the first place trophy
Eastern laced UL in their
Friday nighi opening game
"They were not a big team,"
said Eastern Coach Shirley
Hum,in "They just didn't have
the depth ol talent we have."
Exploding to a 14-2 lead in the
first five minutes pi play.
Eastern continued to dominate
the enure court The final score
was Eastern VJ. UL 60
Peggy <jay again displayed
her basketball prowess by
scoring 11 points.
She was
followed by Salisbury with 14,
Mueller
14,
Abell
12

"Gayle i Freshwater i did a
great job," said Coach Duncan.
"It was her best game since
high school
She scored 21
points, and most of those shots
were Irom the outside."
After taking a 35 to 26 lead ai
half time, Eastern ran into foul
trouble early in the second half.
"Anytime you play aggressive
defense, you're going to have
trouble with fouls." said
Duncan. "We've been working
to avoid that in practice."

But with Berme Kok and
Cindy Lundberg, the Colonels
two tallest players on the bench
with four louls each, Eastern
again exhibited their great
bench strength.
Marcia Mueller came in for
Kok, scored 6 points and pulled

"Cindy i Lundberg i deserves
credit lor doing an outstanding
defensive job on Janet Timperman I L'K player who scored
IS points against Bellarmine in
earlier tourney play i, Duncan
added. "The only time Timperman scored was when Cindy
was out of the game."
When
the final
Duzzer
sounded, Eastern was on top by
a score of 70-54.
Freshwater had 21
for
Eastern, Gay had 13, Lundberg
10, Salisbury 8. Kok 6, Mueller 6,
and Long, 6.
Gay,
Freshwater.
and
Salisbury were voted to the "All
Tourney team" by the coaches,
officials, and sports writers
covering the event. This is an
honorary award presented to
designate outstanding
achievement during tourney
Play
Reflecting on the team's
tourney performance. Coach
Duncan commented that it was
"definitely good experience for
end of the season tourney play.
UL and UK are both in the large
school division for the KWIC
state tourney — we might face
them again."
The team now faces a string
of three away games, including
UT Feb. 11, UK Feb. 14, and
Marshall University, Feb. 17.
before coming home to a Feb. 20
match against Beimont College.

all
Colonels ahead 44-33 with 4:19 in were laying on the floor
midcourt, and a tew players!
the first half.
went alter each other at the I
The game marked the first
appearance lor junior Greg Marshall end of the court Bill I
Shepman into the Colonel Dwane was restrained by fellow |
lineup. Shepman demonstrated teammates.
Another seldom seen Colonel,
his excellent dribbling ability,
and was alert on defense. He junior forward Mike Oyer enalso helped the cause by hitting tered the game for Jimmy I
on several shots Irom the Segar, when Segar collided with |
outside range for a total of 11 the back of the goal.
Not to be denied 100 points,
points.
Another highlight ol the game Colonel fans went into a frenzy
was when a foul was called on when Darryl Young s shot made |
number 12 for Mrshall. and the it 100-75.
Seven men were in double I
team didn't have a man on the
floor wearing a 12. Made aware figures lor the Colonels.
Segar led the team with 24
of this tact, the call was
changed to number 24, Ken points, and Carl Brown added
Dwane had 19, Kenny
Hurst. A few second later it was 22.
finally decided to lay the blame Elliott, 11, and Davis, Young
on Frank Steel, 42. Steele, the and Shepman all had 10.
leading scorer for the Thundering Herd with 19 points, later * Perhaps the Colonels were
fouled out with 12:44 left to play. trying to make up for the
somewhat
embarassing
The Colonels accomplished showing at Morehead Saturday.
another feat: it was the first
The team managed to lead 24-2?
time this season they compiled at the half, perhaps the lowest
over 50 points at halftime. In score in EKU history. If fact, 53
fact, the 59 points at the in- points was the lowest total
termission was six more scored against Morehead since
than
the
final
score at the 1966-66 season.
Morehead Saturday.
Ted Hundley paced the
Although Marshall was in the Eagles with 22 points and IS
bonus with 16:15 to go in the rebounds, and was a -major
first half, the Colonels counreason for the second half rout.
tered in the second when the Carl Brown had 18 for the
Herd got their seventh team Colonels.
four with 11:39 to go.
After the Saturday game with
A fight almost occured early
Austin Peay, the Murray
in the second half after Darryl Racers will invade Alumni
Davis was knocked to the floor,
Colesium Monday. Murray is 3when an opponent's foot
5 in league play, but have the
knocked him in the head. No (JVC's leading scorer in Jesse
official timeout was called, Williams, who is averaging 22
despite the fact that two men points a game.

By MARLA RIDENOt'R

in 12rebounds Jane Long, who
replaced Lundberg. also scored
6 points and "did a great job at
center, said Duncan.

™»" OY Hid NI.IWM

Sophomore guard Darryl Davis amazes his teammates
as well as the crowd as he pulls down a rebound in the
Colonels' 104-78 victory over the Thundering Herd-

Sports Editor
"I've never seen a game like
this; this is a new one," said one
official during the Marshall
game Monday. On the night of
head basketball coach Bob
Mulcahy's resignation, the
Colonels did it to Marshall. 10478.
Finally getting a real after a
hectic two week schedule, the
team hosts the league leading
Austin
Peay
Governors
Saturday. Although the Govs
are not leading in any team
category except rebounds, they
are upholding their selection as
pre-season
pick as
ovc
champs, with six victories and
one defeat in league play and a
15-3 overall record.
Paced by Carl Brown's 20
points in the first half and
Jimmy Segar's 17, the Colonels
built up a 59-42 lead at the half.
Both teams were hot from the
field, Marshall hit 56 per cent,
and the Colonels connected on
53 per cent.
Both halves had their share of
freak occurencet. With bothbenches visibly upset with the
official's calls, Mulcahy was
warned not to say another word.
One official remarked, "Maybe
he should have gone Into
refereeing
instead
of
coaching," in reference to
Mulcahy's behavior.
When Marshall's coach Bob
Daniels inserted Mike Marx,
another controversy arose
because Man had not been
listed in the official scorer's
book, resulting in an automatic
technical foul.
Bill Dwane
made the free throw to put the

Preparation begins for OVC indoor meet Feb. 20-21

Men 's track team already setting records
By WAYNE BOBUTT
Organlsations Reporter
The track team has already
started its 1975-76 season with
indoor meet schedules.
Two
school records have been
broken so far this season.
Sophomore Mark Yelttn at
Oaklyn, N.J., broke the school
record in the 1,000 yard run at
the Indiana AAU-USTFF meat
in Bloomington, Ind , on Jan. 17.
He won the event with Ihe
record-breaking time of 2:13.1.
The more recent broken
record took place Jan. 27 at the
All Comers Meet, also held in
Kloomington. Indiana.
Scott
DeCandia, a sophomore from
Loth, N.J., broke Eastern's old
shot put record of 52-0 with a
Jirow of 52-94.

Freshman Donna Hall shoots as her teammates await a possible rebound in a recent game
in Weaver The women won the Louisville Classic last weekend.

Describing New York native, Mulcahy says...

'I would like to have
five Darryl Davises'
By MARLA KIDEMH'R
Sports Editor
and

By KEITH STEER
Staff Writer
How does a guy trom Ihe tar
away city ol New York happen
to conic lo Eastern Kentucky
I'mversiiy to go to college'.'
Tins was Ihe very question
asked recently ol Eastern'::
sophomore guard.
Darryl
Davis
"When they recruited
nic. I look a inpdown here, and
I liked Ihe place." explains
Davis
Some
may
argue
that
averaging 29 points a game at
Glen Springs v Academy, and
being voted onto ihe New York
City All Star leant in 1972. might
have hud something lo do with
Davis being asked to attend
Eastern
Concerning Ihe remaining
game*. Du\ is contends lhal the
toughest match leu is Western
at Western. When Dans was
asked what would be necessary
lo stop tl\'C leader Austin
Peay here, on Saturday
he
quipped. "We've got ihe weight
and Ihe height lo lake II to them.
and that's what we re going to

have to do."
Davis' modesty became
apparent
when
he
was
questioned about whal game he
felt to be his best. He replied.
"I'm a hustler I don I consider
my scoring a lot ol points
having a good game 11 I contribute something in each game
then they can all be my best
games."
Although. Davis' ability on
the court is considerably above
normal, his luture aspirations
i are common to many athletes
"Like everybody else. I'd like
to play pro ball, but I know there
will come a
time when
basketball will have to cease tor
me."
Realizing this fact, Davis
major in business ts a step
toward the second halt ol his
future
Id like to go into
sports administration, working
with a professional basketball
or
football
team
in
a
managerial sense.'
added
Davis
"I would like to have five
Darryl Davises with his attitude
and effort*.' said coach Bob
Mulcahy. "He is Oiie of Ihe best

competitors
around."

I've ever

Track coach Art Harvey said
preparation for the spring track
season actually begins with the
fall cross-country season. Even
track men who run the quartermile run distance races to get in
shape lor the spring.
Track men lift weights to
prepare themselves, although
men in the throwing events
benefit most from it. All the
team members also run and do
technique work in preparation
for the season.
Harvey said concerning the
progress the track team was
making thus far this season,
"There is a good indication we
are moving right along in a
positive direction. We have had
many
personal
records
recorded this season for individuals, as well as the two

school records set."
When asked which track men
would probably be standouts
this season, Harvey listed Scott
DeCandia, who scored one year
in the shot put and worked Ms
way to last week's record.
- He listed Tyrone Harbut woo
■cored three years on relays

Joe Wiggins, a third-year
college runner, has also scored
on four different relay teams.
Another standout is Bryan
Robinson who scored one year
in individual events and two
years on four different relay
teams.
Elmo Boyd scored his fresh-

Jumps.
Yellin, besides his recent
1000-yard indoor record, Is one
of the record-holders on the
indoor distance medley relay
team.
Other returning players who
hold either an individual record
or a record as a member of a

•' 'Mrs

pun!

sent representatives to the
Mason-Dixon
Games
in
Louisville.
Friday night, Sampson and
Sam Pigg participated in the
Alumni Mile Run.
Harvey said Colbert as
graduate assistant is working
primarily with jumpers on the
team and helping train the 440yard relay team.
Tony
DeCandia, Scott DeCandia'aj
brother who threw shot put four
years for Eastern, is also
serving as student assistant
coach.
Harvey said room exists
only so many competitors in t
pam
Mason-Dixon Games, so a team.™"
has to submit names of the men
they are entering, and the
Mason-Dixon sponsors tell the
team whether or not their en-'
tries are accepted. ,
Saturday night, other top
track men from the local team
competed in the Indiana
Relays, held like the previous
two meets in Bloomington,
Indiana. Harvey said that in
this meet, individuals can be
designated winners of events,
but no overall score is kept to
designate teams as overall
champions.
Harvey said the team effort
and success at these meets are
pointing toward the OVC indoor
meet at Murfreesboro, Term.,
Feb. 20-21.
"Everything we do now is in
preparation for the OVC,"
Harvey said. "We intend to be
ready to give maximum effort
as a team at that time."

;3|

and two years ia individual
running events.
Harbut has made several
track records in his three year
stay. He holds school records in
the 440-yard and 600-yard indoor
dashes, indoor distance medley
relay and indoor mile relay, 220yard and 440-yard outdoor
dashes, and outdoor 440-yard
and 880-yard relays.

man year in the indoor 100-yard
dash and on the 440-yard relay
team. He holds a school record
in the 60-yard dash and, like
Harbut, is one of the record
holders on the outdoor 440-yard
relay team.
Steve Flint has been s leading
scorer the last three years in the
high Jump. He holds records in
both indoor and outdoor high

team include:
Mormni, a
member of the indoor distance
medley relay team; Dan
Matouach, the three-mile indoor
run; Frank Powers, outdoor
javelin throw; and Bill Sampson, outdoor four-mile relay
team.
This weekend, the track team
participated in two different
indoor meets
The team

i

had

"Whether it's in practice or a
loose ball situation with one
second left in a game, he gives
his best." Mulcahy said. "Of
course, he brings on a lot of
louls
when
he
lets
his
aggressiveness get carried
away. He s always ready to get
the ball, and can be overaggressive ai times."
"Davis is one of Ihe team's
leading held goal shooters.'' his
coach said, "mainly because he
doesn t take a lot ol outside
shots, but is content to work it
underneath."
"Darryl is a very complete
basketball player." Mulcahy
said. "He does an outstanding
job defensively, and is an excellent rebounder He could be
even better it he could perfect
Ihe 15-18 foot shot
Davis has averaged 6 5 points
per game so fsr this season with
48 per cent from the Held and 63
per cent Irom the free throw
line
He also averages 4.2
rebounds per game

Varsity riflers third,
ROTC team second
in championship
Editor's note: The following
story was written by a member
of the rule team.
The rifle team travelled lo the
University of Kentucky Jan. 31.
Ihe sight of this year's Kentucky
Rifle League Championship.
The league is comprised of
Eastern. Western. Murray. UK,
Morehead. Vanderbilt, and
Middle Tennessee. Two more
teams are planning to join next
year. Tenn. Tech and East
Tenn .
both
national
powerhouses in rule competition.
For the first time this year,
the league decided to hold a twoday match to determine league
standings This was due to the
lack ol travel lunds which most
ol the universities have encountered
Each school tired ten people
with the top live scores com-

/**.
Mi

prising their representative
team score for the day. Dilfarent shooters took
the
spotlight each day for Eastern.
Final individual scores for the
weekend were: George Gyurik.
1093; Kevin Mitchell. 1087; Dick
Edjington. ION; Jay James.
1085; Dave Terry. 1085; Jim
McCann. 1065; Warren Mitchell, 1063; Greg Schmiti, 1070;
Tern Bush. 1069; and Lii
Mazurek. 1058
The Colonels finished in third
place in varsity competition and
second in the ROTC division.
This meet concluded the
teams shoulder to shoulder
season with the varsity record
at 10-2 and ROTC 10-1.
The
remainder of Eastern's competitive season will be comprised ol postals and the
National Collegiate Sectionals
which include teams from every
part ol the country

Relay....
Terry Stoddard. senior freestyle swimmer
emits a look of determination in preparation
for the Eels upcoming meet
The Eels are

mow o» ».t> v»

ttt.eaule to travel to the University of Kentucky on Saturday for a dual meet.
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Gymnasts' weekend
schedule is costly

time out
mania
hdenoun

Editors Note: Toe following
•lor> was written by a member
of the men's gymnastic team.
Alter * long trip through the
South, Eastern's men's gymnastic team came back with 4
losses and one win.
The
gymnasts performed well under
the pressures of traveling and
competing in three meets, held
in consecutive days.
Thursday night the team was
in Nashville competing against
David Lipscomb College. In the
first contest against David
Lipscomb the outcome had been
in favor of the Colonels. At
Nashville the ending was different. Eastern scored 145 »
while David Lipscomb pulled
out a MS.O.
Out top all-around was Pat
Bowles with a 3B.S5, second was
Billy SherriU , 36 25, and Brian
Morrett 34.1.
John Harkey
turned in a fine performance for
Eastern on long horse vaulting
8.06 and parallel bars (.(.
Friday night the gymnastic
team was at Murfreesboro,
Tennessee. The team's performance was much better at
Middle Tennessee.
The
Colonels beat Middle Tennessee
State University but lost to
Memphis State University. The

I find coaching no longer has the pleasure
and professional fulfillment it once had," said
head basketball coach Bob Mulcahy in the
letter of resignation he submitted to President
Martin Monday.
What could cause this former All American
at Lexington Layfayette and honorable AllAmerica n for Eastern's basketball team to
become disenchanted with the career of
coaching?
Every season has its ups and downs. Sure.it
seems that we have had more downs than ups
this year, but every coach experiences similar
situations.
Yes, the season started out on a bad note.
Beginning the year with a four-game losing
streak, the team has consistently won a few
and lost a few. The most wins in a row this
season was three against the Tennessee contingent of the OVC Middle, Tech, and East
Tennessee.
Injuries have been another problem for the
Colonels. It seems like every time one player
gets well, something happens to someone else.
First it was Mike Oliver, who is now on his
way back to the top. Then Tyrone Jones, who
may be out for the rest of the season. Now it
could be Darryl Davis, who sustained a head
injury in the Marshall game Monday. Davis
was unable to practice with the rest of the
team yesterday, and at present there has been
no decision on his physical condition.
Perhaps the major factor in the coach's
resignation is the tremendous emphasis
placed on winning on this campus. Maybe if
we played Western every week, we could pack
Alumni Coliseum and get a little support.
If one denies that there is no pressure to win,
you are just kidding yourself. It certainly
takes more than team effort to win ballgames,
especially against a difficult opponent. But
when fans turn to officiating instead of
cheering, something is wrong.
If players are penalized for unsportsmanlike conduct, why should fans be
excluded? If the day ever comes when officials call a technical foul on fans for
throwing objects on the floor, Colonel backers
may then learn their lesson.
Mulcahy definitely feels that coaching is
changing. A lot more coaches will resign,
not the end of the line," he said. "Fred Taylor
of Ohio State has already stepped down."
Earlier this season the University of Cincinnati coach Gale Catlett was very critical of
coaching today, and felt that members of his
field should go on strike.
Perhaps Bob Mulcahy has made the right
decision.
If one can not And personal
satisfaction in his job, then why keep trying?

team totals for the meet were
EKU — 147.89, MSU — 167.64.
and MTSU - 44.57
Again Pal Bowles took the lop
all-around score, but this time
with a 40.20.
Billy Shernll
scored a 3S.K and Brian
Morrett a 34.32.
With Ouy
Watson not competing because
of illness, John Harkey ..and
Randy Gall showed some solid
routines in place of Watson.
The gymnastic team headed
for Atlanta early Saturday
morning to make it in time for
the meet with Georgia and
Georgia Tech. The gymnasts
did run Into a little trouble in
getting away from Murfreesboro, as the meet ran quite
late and the van breaking down
left little time for sleep.
After the meet was over
Georgia had finished with a
score of MB.9. Georgia Tech
152 8 and Eastern 143.3. The
Colonels all-around scores were
Billy SherriU 37.7, Pat Bowles
35.15, and Brian Morrett, 33.7.
John Harkey got off a good
vault for the third time of the
weekend (or a 8.2 and a lie for
first place in the meet.
The next borne meet will be
held February
21 against
Tennessee and West Virginia.

Pinned?

Carolina Blue & Black
/

PRO-KEDS
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Managing is way of
sports involvement
By JIM WIGGLESWORTH
SUN Writer
If one considers Carl Brown
the old man of the EKU
basketball team, then there
must be vultures flying around
Mark Hudson Hudson Is the
head manager of the basketball
squad and is going strong on his
firth year at EKU.
This little episode began In
Judson's Junior high school
days in Carroll County. In his
freshman year, Hudson played
basketball for his school's team.
But, when his sophomore year
came along, he didn't make the
school's team. Knowing how
much he wanted to be a part of
the team, the basketball
coaches asked him to be a
manager.
After three years of a
managerial duties, Hudson had
to decide what college to go to.
Influenced by an older sister he
decided on Eastern. The help of
his high school coach landed
him a manager's Job.
He
worked his wav from an

NOW MO"
(while sizes last)

assistant manager's Job to head
manager his Junior year.
Hudson's Job corresponds to
the Job he holds. "I'minsporis'
administration
which
is
designed to place people in the
field of an athletic director."
Since this is his fifth year, he
has applied for a graduate
assistantship, but, as of yet, he
has not decided whether to find
a Job or finish his master's
degree.
Reflecting on his years with
EKU's basketball team, the
manager had this to say: "My
first season, Eastern tied for the
OVC championship
with
Morehead and beat them to go
on to the NCAA tournament.
Yet, this season has a lot of
memories for me. This is the
first time Eastern beat Tennessee Tech since I've been
here and this squad has a better
record at this point than last
year's team."
With the season winding down
Hudson had this comment, "I'd
like to tee all the groups on
campus support the team at
home games. There It still a
pretty good chance for an OVC
championship, but we need
more support."
"I wanted to go to Western."
These are the words spoken
from Steve Krivda, assistant
basketball manager. "I wanted
to go to there because I like it.
But, since the Industrial Arts
program at Eastern is better, it
didn't cost as much, and was
much closer to home, I went to
school here."
With pretty Impressive
credentials as a high school
manager at Fern Creek In
Louisville two year manager in
baseball,
football,
and
basketball. Krivda came here.
Asked H he likes to manage
basketball he said this; "I like
it because it's my way of being
involved in sports."
After graduating, Krivda
hopes to leach and possibly be a
basketball coach or an athletic
director at a' high school.
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oHoedquartars lor ill »our Racquet bat and
oWhlta Stag Warm-ups and swim salts
o Shoos by Converse, spot bill. Tiger. Adidas. Pro-Mods
• w. also have trophies

Colonel manager Mark Hudson

The newly forming Boxing
Club will hold an organizational
merling, Tuesday, February 17
in Conference Room D of the
Powell Building.
The Club will participate in
AAU Collegiate Boxing and also
Golden Gloves. There will be an
AAU Championship held in
Kentucky this year. Any person
who qualifies for the AAU
Championships may have the
opportunity to go to the Olympic
trials.
Hopefully, the club will have
round-robin matches with the
University of Kentucky and
Morehead.

e C0ME SEE US FOR ALL
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Boxers organize

Bob Leger

Stove Dotvd
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Ron Owens
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Bob Wheeler
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Piwour»4t ML UJOOL TOPCOATS

This organization will have
* ell trained coaches for intructional purposes.
No experience is required to
Join, and no equipment is
necessary, except gym shoes
and mouthpiece.
Anyone interested is invited
to attend the meeting. For
further information contact
Steve Daly, 625-4985
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Every Tuesday Nite
4 PM till 9 PM
on any Large
or
Modi urn
Pizza

BOB ROBERTS

College Park Shopping Center
623-9917
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Find out why.
Call the
Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster'
Field Associate
in vour area:

Members of Phi Delta Theta and Sigma Nu battle in a recent intramural contest. Championships in both basketball and wrestling will be held soon.

s
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Year after year, semester after
semester, the CollegeMaster'
from Fidelity Union Life has
been the most accepted, most
popular plan on campuses all
over America.
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meet was the last home contest of the season for varsity
wrestlers.

Sophomore wrestler Gene Smith battles his opponent in the
team's meet with Middle Tennessee. Smith won lt-3. The

623-0310
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By offering three proposals

Whig party keeps pace
By BRIAN ASHLEY
Managing Editor

AMI.

The Whig p»riy ol ihe Student Senate,
keeping pace with its promise to oring at
least two proposals to the senate each
week, brought lorlh three suggestions to
be voted on Tuesday night
Linda Eads, ol the Whig party asked
that a letter of invitation be sent to
William Sexion ol the Student
Disciplinary Board requesting him to
address a body ol students on procedure
and policies ol the board.
Eads cited that students are loo eager

to accept a charge trom the board, and
meeting
drop out ol school Irom sheer ignorance i
The senate passed the motion by
ol the procedures and approaches ol the .. I specuak-ruie which will table it lor two
board when it handles violation cases.
weeks belore it can be voted on again by
the senate
The senate later passed Senator Eads
Senator Ben Fish asked that the
suggestion lor a letter to be sent to
senate look into the possibilities ol having
Registrar Donald Smith, thanking him
the flags on campus lowered to hallmast
lor his outstanding work with the
for the death ol students. Fish said the
disciplinary board and aid to students
flags are lowered for faculty and former
when brought to trial.
faculty members but not lor students.
Hal Murray closed out Ihe Whig
Finally, President Murphy announced
movement lor the night when he asked
that the letter to the Health, Education.
lor the names ol absent senators lo be
and Welfare department <HEWi has
placed in the minutes ol the lollowing
been sent.

-

22 year-old LEN student
found dead in dorm room

Greg Irwin

An investigation into the death ol 22year old Greg Irwin is still going on, and
no lurther information has been
released, according to Madison County
Coroner Emory Curry.
Irwin, who was a senior from Clinton,
Tenn., was lound dead at 1:20 p.m
Monday in his Commonwealth dormitory
room by his roommate.
Irwin, tormerly ol Winchester and a
graduate ol George Rogers Clark High
School there, was a law enforcement

major, and an advanced ROTC student,
preparing to be an MP. He was also a
member ol the KIE Honor Society, and
maintained a 3.3 academic average.
Curry said he hoped lurther information would be released soon. The
Kentucky Stale Police and the KKl'
Security Police are also investigating
the case.
Irwin was the son ol Mr. and Mrs.
Francis R. Irwin of Clinton.

p*o» bv Htek vafi

Remembrances
The holidays bring the people and Valentines day is no exception Long meandering lines of students brush past the
card stand in the book store trying to And the right card for

the special person. Mary Jane Blair, junior from Bard
stown. looks over the possible picks of the Valentines cards
that are left

Says coaching unfulfilling

Mulcahy resigns post
i ( ontinurd from page oari
happy in With his abilities, he can do a
lot ."
Mulcahy began his basketball career
as a two-time All-Slater in high school at
Lexington Lalayette. The Generals won
a state championship, and Mulcahy was
named All-Amencan.
The coach played at Eastern Irom 195054, and as a sophomore was named lo the
Ix»k Magazine All-South Team. As a
senior and tram captain, he was
honorable mention on Ihe All-America
Team.

In 1958 Mulcahy took the helm at the
new Seneca High School in Louisville,
and won back-to-back state championships in 1963-64.
Coach of AllAmencan Westley Unseld, he was named
Kentucky Prep Coach of the Decade by
the Courier-Journal.
Mulcahy gained much success as head
basketball coach at the University of
South Dakota. In his six years there, he
compiled an 87-69 record, the best winning percentage in the school's history.
A successor of Guy Strong, Mulcahy
reached the 100 win plateau last year as a
college head coach.

Regent selection procedure gets pros, cons
I Continued from page anel
as indicated by the listing in the official
catalogue or in the contract letter of
employment.
Dr. Klaus Heberle, associate professor
of politicial science, suggested replacing
the present nominating process by a
"petition" process. This would require
people wanting on the ballot to secure a
number ol signatures from faculty who
wanted lo endorse their candidacy.
Heberle said Ihe candidate would be
demonstrating the "want to be the
faculty regent, and that he knows some

people in all ol the colleges. It's more
than an honor to be the regent, it is time
and energy consuming and we want
someone willing to put forth that
energy."
Dr. Morris Taylor, the present faculty
regent, said his minimum responsibility
is to attend Board of Regent meetings,
give his input, and report back to the
faculty senate.
He views his job as more than that
though. "You can better represent the
laculty if you know what is going on here
and at other institutions."
Taylor
regularly attends Faculty Senate

meetings.
Robert Bagby, chairman of police
administration, expressed opposition to
Heberle's petition method of nomination
by saying, "The noisy ones are not
necessarily the best ones." Another
disadvantage stated was that it added to
the complexity of the committee's work
and time involved.
Pointing out Bagby's particular
situation ot being "on campus" (he
teaches in the si rail on Building), one
member said the petition system would
be to Bagby's advantage, or others in the
same situation.

"The process now is prejudiced more
heavily on people on the outskirts ol
campus. If they are interested in being
the regent, they might just>get 30 votes II
they are not well known anywhere other
than in their own department."
A statement also promoting the
suggested system was "I like to know
someone is bucking lor something, and is
interested in something. I don't think he
is seeking power."
A faculty regent's term is three years
in length. The next election will be next
spring, according to Taylor.
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